GE-CH 1855 Li - Solo
Cordless Hedge Trimmer
Item No.: 3410632
Ident No.: 11012
Bar Code: 4006825587937
The GE-CH 1855 Li cordless hedge trimmer is a very efficient tool which provides good service for the trimming of hedges, shrubs and bushes on large
grounds and allotments where there is no connection to the electric power grid. For a long service life the gearing is made of metal, for clean cutting
results the blades are made of laser-cut and diamond-ground steel.

Features
- Blades made of laser-cut and diamond-ground steel
- Adjustable additional handle
- Swivel handle
- Handy
- Metal gearing for a long life
- Two-hand safety switch
- Aluminium cover over cutters
- Shock guard with holder for wall mount
- Sturdy cutter guard for storage and transportation
- No battery and no charger

Technical Data
- Cutting length
- Spacing between teeth
- Cuts per minute

550 mm
15 mm
2200 min^-1

Logistic Data
- Product weight
- Gross weight single packaging
- Dimensions single packaging
- Pieces per export carton
- Gross weight export carton
- Dimensions Export Carton
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)
- Product weight

2.44
3.02 kg
1005 x 130 x 170 mm
4 Pieces
12 kg
1030 x 265 x 265 mm
1504 | 3168 | 3960
2.44 kg
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Available as special accessories
18V 2,0 Ah Power-X-Change
Battery
Item No.: 4511395
Bar Code: 4006825610369
Einhell Accessory

18V 4,0 Ah Power-X-Change
Battery
Item No.: 4511396
Bar Code: 4006825610376
Einhell Accessory
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